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Psychophysical and neurophysiological evidence about the human visual system shows the existence of
a mechanism, called surround suppression, which inhibits the response of an edge in the presence of
other similar edges in the surroundings. A simple computational model of this phenomenon has been
previously proposed by us, by introducing an inhibition term that is supposed to be high on texture and
low on isolated edges. While such an approach leads to better discrimination between object contours
and texture edges w.r.t. methods based on the sole gradient magnitude, it has two drawbacks: ﬁrst, a
phenomenon called self-inhibition occurs, so that the inhibition term is quite high on isolated contours
too; previous attempts to overcome self-inhibition result in slow and inelegant algorithms. Second, an
input parameter called ‘‘inhibition level’’ needs to be introduced, whose value is left to heuristics. The
contribution of this paper is two-fold: on one hand, we propose a new model for the inhibition term,
based on the theory of steerable ﬁlters, to reduce self-inhibition. On the other hand, we introduce a
simple method to combine the binary edge maps obtained by different inhibition levels, so that the
inhibition level is no longer speciﬁed by the user. The proposed approach is validated by a broad range
of experimental results.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Edge detection is an important problem in computer vision
and pattern recognition, with many applications in both scientiﬁc
and practical problems, such as object recognition or shape
analysis. Some existing approaches are based on differential [1],
statistical [2], and local phase [3,4] analysis, machine learning
[5,6], active contours [7,8], perceptual organization [6], graph
theory [9,10], and multiresolution analysis [11]. Despite of the
huge amount of work that has been done in this area, there is still
room for improvement of the existing algorithms and the
development of new, more effective ones.
We make use of the insights obtained in psychophysics and
neurophysiology of the visual system (of primates) in order to
improve edge detection algorithms. Speciﬁcally, we consider a neural
mechanism called surround suppression that is observed in areas V1
and V2 of the (monkey) brain.1 Its essence is that the response of an
orientation selective neuron to a local oriented stimulus is inhibited
by the presence of other similar stimuli in the immediate surround-
ings. In previous work [12], we proposed a simple computationalll rights reserved.
s, also called primary visual
e the ﬁrst two areas in the
ocessed.model for surround suppression. It is based on the computation of an
inhibition term [12], which is deﬁned as the local average of the
gradient magnitude on a ring around each pixel. The inhibition term
is supposed to be high on texture and low on isolated edges. When
the inhibition term (multiplied by a scaling factor called inhibition
level) is subtracted from the gradient magnitude, the resulting
quantity discriminates between object contours and texture edges
better than the sole gradient magnitude.
This approach has two drawbacks. First, neighboring parts and the
same contour will inhibit each other to a certain extent. Previous
attempts to overcome this problem, called self-inhibition, result in
slow inelegant algorithms [13,14]. Second, the weight with which the
inhibition term, called the inhibition level, needs to bemultiplied is an
input parameter that must be speciﬁed by the user and its optimal
value may vary from image to image (Fig. 1).
In this paper, we overcome the aforementioned limitations in two
ways: (i) we develop a new operator for the computation of the
inhibition term, based on the theory of steerable ﬁlters, which avoids
self-inhibition and is much faster than previous methods. (ii) We
propose a simple algorithm which combines the binary edge maps
obtained for different values of the inhibition level. In this way, the
inhibition level needs no longer be speciﬁed by the user.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: after a short
review of previous work in edge detection (Section 2), we present
the proposed edge detector (Section 3), demonstrate its effective-
ness and advantages over the existing surround suppression
Fig. 1. From left to right: input image and output of the approach proposed in [12] with inhibition levels equal, respectively, to 1 and 3. For the ﬁrst image, low inhibition
levels give better results, while for the second image the best results are obtained for high inhibition levels.
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conclusions (Section 5).2. Background on edge detection
We now present a brief overview of the state of the art in the
ﬁeld of edge detection. We divide the existing algorithms into
non-contextual and contextual methods. In the former, edges are
detected by only looking at a small neighborhood of each pixels,
while in the latter the information on a larger context is
considered too.
2.1. Non-contextual methods
The existing non-contextual methods are based on (i)
differential and (ii) statistical analysis, (iii) local energy and phase
congruency, and (iv) combination of the aforementioned features
by means of machine learning techniques. In the following, we
shall brieﬂy discuss these typologies of algorithms
Differential methods: Edges, identiﬁed as discontinuities of the
input luminance proﬁle I(x,y), can be detected as points of high
gradient magnitude. Speciﬁcally, edges are deﬁned as the local
maxima of the gradient magnitude. These points are given by the
zero crossings of the second derivative Ivv(x,y) of I(x,y) in the
direction v of the gradient, for which the third derivative is
negative. Ivv(x,y) is often replaced by the Laplacian, which has a
simpler analytical expression and, on low-curvature points, is a
good approximation of Ivv(x,y) [15]. Zero-crossings which do not
satisfy the condition on the third derivative, known in the
literature as phantom edges [16], are local minima of the gradient
magnitude and do not correspond to edges.
As pointed out in [17], the computation of the derivatives of a
digital image is an ill-posed problem. To regularize it, the input
image must ﬁrst be convolved with a low-pass pre-ﬁltering.
Canny proposed to optimize the template ﬁlter with respect to thefollowing three criteria: good detection, good localization and low
multiple responses [18]. It was found that the optimal ﬁlter for
step edges is very close to the ﬁrst derivatives of a Gaussian
function. Discretized version of these criteria have been formu-
lated in [19,20].
Statistical approaches: Differential methods are unable to
detect boundaries deﬁned by texture changes. To overcome this
restriction, it has been proposed to analyze the local pattern on a
neighborhood N ðrÞ around each pixel r by means of statistical
tools. The simplest technique consists in dividing N ðrÞ into two
equal parts along a given orientation and using a two-sample
statistical test of independence to measure the dissimilarity
between the two halves. High values of the dissimilarity indicate
the presence of a region boundary. This analysis is repeated for
several directions and the one which gives rise to the maximum
dissimilarity is regarded as the local edge direction [2,21]. More
recently, these ideas have been extended to color images [22] and
integrated to texture models [5].
Other statistical approaches look at the local distribution of the
gradient. The most common descriptive features are eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the local covariance matrix of the gradient
[23,24], and local angular dispersion of the gradient [25,26]. In
general, statistical approaches are more effective than differential
methods in detecting color and texture transitions, but they are
computationally more demanding.
Phase congruency and local energy: The human visual system
responds strongly to points at which phase information is highly
ordered [27]. In [3,4], a quantity called phase congruency is
introduced, which is always between 0 and 1, being 1 on those
points for which all Fourier components are in phase. Its local
maxima correspond to salient visual events, such as step, peak and





, called local en-
ergy. Here, fe(t) and fo(t) are a symmetric and an anti-symmetric
low-pass or band-pass ﬁlter, such that fo(t) is the Hilbert transform
of fe(t). Several pairs of functions fe(t) and fo(t), known in the
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are the Gabor, log-Gabor, Gaussian derivatives, difference of
Gaussians, and Cauchy functions [28]. The best known quadrature
ﬁlter is the Gabor energy ﬁlter, which gives the optimal
compromise between spatial and frequency indetermination
[29], though it is not optimal for edge detection [28]. The success
of local energy and phase congruency approaches is mainly due to
their ability to detect different types of edges, such as step, ramp,
roof, and line, thus making an uniﬁed framework. However, for
practical applications, local energy methods perform similarly to
the faster and conceptually simpler differential methods [5].
Edge features combination: The local features described above
take into account the complementary aspects of the edge
detection problem. Considerable effort has been made to combine
the information carried out by different features. This is done by
training classiﬁers that work in the concerned feature space by
means of the semantic information contained in available ground
truths. The classiﬁer returns a quantity P that we call edge
likelihood, which can be, e.g., the posteriori probability or the
Fisher discriminability [30], depending on the type of classiﬁer
that is deployed. Thresholding P is equivalent to classifying an
edge pixel with the optimal decision boundary in the concerned
feature space. In [31], a Bayesian approach is followed to measure
the performance improvement brought by combining the follow-
ing local features: gradient magnitude, the output of a local
energy analysis [32] and the Nitzberg edge strength [23]. A more
exhaustive study is carried out in [5], where a larger set of local
features is taken into account, including color and texture
gradient. The dependence of the edge detection performance on
the choice of the classiﬁer is studied in [5,33].2.2. Contextual methods
We now describe several attempts to improve local edge
detection by using contextual information. The main existing
approaches are based on mechanisms deployed by the visual
system of the brain (surround suppression and facilitation), and
on the graph theory (relaxation labeling).
Biologically motivated approaches: Various psychophysical and
neurophysiological studies (see e.g. [34] and the references therein)
show that the response of the human visual systems to an oriented
stimulus is inﬂuenced by the presence of other similar stimuli in the
surroundings. Two mechanisms have been identiﬁed: (i) facilitation
from stimuli which are collinear with the central one [35,36] and
(ii) inhibition by other stimuli. These ﬁndings inspired several authors
to perform contour detection in two steps: ﬁrst, local edge strength
E(r) is computed; second, E(r) is inhibited or enhanced depending on
the surrounding context. The result is a more informative quantity
G(r) that is called contour saliency.
Models of surround suppression will be discussed in the next
sections. As to facilitation, one of the best known approaches is
called tensor voting [37,38]. The idea is to associate a vector or a
tensor ﬁeld vr(x), called extension ﬁeld, with each pixel r of the
image. Each value of vr(x) on point x attempts to provide an a priori
estimation of the edge strength and edge direction at point x, only
based on (i) the local edge strength and orientation in r, and (ii) the
fact that nearby edges are collinear or cocircular. Thus, at every point
x, many such estimation are collected for each edge pixel r. Then,
saliency is obtained from the statistical distribution of the extension
ﬁelds of all pixels r. In [37] the covariance matrix K is considered and
both saliency values and local edge orientation are obtained from
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of K.
Relaxation labeling: A powerful probabilistic graph-based
framework for the computation of saliency is relaxation labeling
[9,10], which provides a rigorous framework to develop theintuitive ideas of tensor voting. The idea is to construct a graph
whose nodes are edge pixels and whose arcs deﬁne the
neighborhood on which the contextual feedback is based. Each
node of such a graph is associated with a label p, which is a real
number that measures the likeliness that the concerned edge
belongs to an object contour. Arcs of this graph are weighted by
real numbers which represent the compatibility between two
adjacent edges. Such indicators are high in presence of collinear
adjacent edge pixels and low elsewhere. The main task of
relaxation labeling is to ﬁnd a node labeling that maximizes a
global objective function, called average consistency, which is
high when long chains of collinear edges result in high values of p
and all other pixels are labeled with low values of p. This cost
function offers a nice interpretation in terms of Markov models
[39]. The simplest way to optimize the objective function is
initialize the labels with the values of a local edge strength and to
proceed iteratively with descent-gradient methods. In this way, at
each iteration edge strength is reinforced on the underlying object
contours and undesired responses are suppressed.
The main drawback of relaxation labeling is that, despite of a
conspicuous amount of research [40], most of the existing
algorithms do not converge to the global minimum of the cost
function, but they get stuck in a local minima.3. Proposed method
In this section, we ﬁrst review surround suppression and
illustrate the problem of self-inhibition (Section 3.1), then we
describe the proposed inhibition term to avoid self-inhibition
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3), and ﬁnally we present the proposed
multilevel inhibition algorithm (Section 3.4).
3.1. Surround suppression and self-inhibition
Let I(r) be an input graylevel image, with r¼ ðx,yÞAR2, and
let rsIðrÞ be its Gaussian gradient, which is deﬁned as






As well known, this is equivalent to computing the gradient of the
convolution of I(r) with gsðrÞ. In [41], the inhibition term is
computed as a weighted local average of the Gaussian gradient
magnitude jrsIðrÞj over a ring around each pixel. Speciﬁcally, the
following weighting function wsðrÞ, deﬁned as a normalized














where A is a normalization factor deﬁned such thatRR
wsðx,yÞdxdy¼ 1, k is the ratio between the scale parameters
of the two Gaussians, whose optimal value has been found to be






The inhibition term T(r) is computed as the convolution of
the Gaussian gradient magnitude jrsðrÞj with the inhibition
ﬁlter wsðrÞ:
TðrÞ9fjrsIj%wsgðrÞ ð4Þ
The behavior of the inhibition term is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a
synthetic input image. As we see, the gradient magnitude is
strong both on the isolated edge in the top part of the image and
Fig. 2. Computational model of surround suppression proposed in [41]. (a) Synthetic input image, (b) gradient magnitude, (c) inhibition term T(r), and (d) inhibited edge
strength cðlÞs ðrÞ for l¼ 3.
Fig. 3. From left to right: different rotated version KyðrÞ of the proposed inhibition kernel, in the spatial domain, for different values of y ðy¼ 0,p=8,p=4,3p=8,p=2Þ.
Fig. 4. Computation of the inhibition term for, respectively, the cases in which the
central edge is surrounded by many other edges (point A) and isolated (point B).
The area in which the inhibition kernel is signiﬁcantly higher than zero is marked
by the two lobes on the two sides of the central edge. In both cases, pixels of the
central edge does not contribute to the proposed inhibition term, thus avoiding
self-inhibition.
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discriminate between the two patterns. In contrast, the inhibition
term is much higher on texture than on isolated edges. Therefore,
when the inhibition term is subtracted from the gradient
magnitude, the resulting quantity has a strong response on
isolated edges only. Speciﬁcally, the following quantity is
considered in [41]:
cðlÞs ðrÞ9gsðrÞlTðrÞ ð5Þ
where the coefﬁcient l is an input parameter called inhibition level
which must be speciﬁed by the user. The higher the value of l is,
the more edge responses are suppressed.
The main limitation of this approach is that, on isolated edges,
the inhibition term computed as in (4) is not zero as it should be,
but its value is about one-third of the value that T(r) has on
texture. This means that the suppression process will not only
affect texture, but a considerable amount of isolated edges as well.
This phenomenon is called self-inhibition [13] and it is due to the
fact that part of the edge falls in the annular region deﬁned by
wsðrÞ. An example in which self-inhibition reduces the quality of
the detected contour is shown in Fig. 1, top row, image on the left.
As we see, some contour fragments of the elephant are not
correctly detected. In the next subsections we present a different
approach for the computation of the inhibition term T(r), based on
the theory of steerable ﬁlters, which does not suffer this limitation.
3.2. New inhibition term
To avoid self-inhibition, we introduce an orientation-selective
inhibition kernel which completely excludes the central edge
from the inhibition area. Speciﬁcally, we consider the following
family of kernels KyðrÞ, which continuously depend on the
rotation angle y
KyðrÞ ¼HðRyrÞ, Hðx,yÞ9x2eðx
2þy2Þ=2s2 ð6Þwhere Ry is the rotation matrix with angle y. This kernel is shown
in Fig. 3 for different values of the angle y. Also, let tyðrÞ be the
result of the convolution of the Gaussian gradient magnitude
jrsIðrÞj of the input image with KyðrÞ:
tyðrÞ ¼ fjrsIj%KygðrÞ ð7Þ
This quantity is a weighted local average of the gradient magnitude of
the input image on a region which excluded the central edge when it
is oriented orthogonally to y and, consequently, avoids self-inhibition.
Therefore, we deﬁne the new inhibition term t(r) as the value of tyðrÞ
in which y is equal, for each pixel, to the local orientation yrðrÞ of the
gradient of the input image
tðrÞ ¼ ty ¼ yrðrÞðrÞ ð8Þ
As shown in Fig. 4, the edge on the central pixel is completely outside
the inhibition area of the proposed ﬁlter, which would not happen
G. Papari, N. Petkov / Pattern Recognition 44 (2011) 1999–2007 2003with the solution proposed in [41], in which the inhibition kernel is
deﬁned on an annular support.
3.3. Efﬁcient implementation with steerable ﬁlters
Unlike the inhibition term T(r) deﬁned in Section 3.1, the
quantity tyðrÞ cannot be computed with a single convolution. We
present a simple implementation of tyðrÞ, based on the theory of
steerable ﬁlters, which requires two convolutions only.
3.3.1. Background on steerable ﬁltering
A family of ﬁlters KyðrÞ ¼HðRyrÞ, which continuously depends
on the parameter y, is steerable with order N if it can be expressed
as a linear combination of N ﬁxed basis Vn(r), with coefﬁcients





If KyðrÞ is steerable, its convolution tyðrÞ with an image I(r) can be
evaluated exactly for every y by convolving I(r) with the steering





Let us express r in polar coordinates, r¼ ðr,fÞ, which implies
Ryr¼ ðr,fþyÞ. It is easy to show that every family of ﬁlters





is steerable, where AnðrÞ are generic functions and on are real





By comparing (9) and (12), we see that each steering base Vn(r) is
expressed as the product of a radial term AnðrÞ with a complex
exponential eionf, and the coefﬁcients anðyÞ are complex expo-
nential too, anðyÞ ¼ eiony.Fig. 5. Proposed approac
Fig. 6. Sets bðp,lkÞ for p ¼ 0A corollary of this theorem is that every polynomial in x and y,
Pðx,yÞ ¼Pj,kaj,kxjyk, is steerable. In fact, by writing x¼ rcosf and
y¼ rsinf, and expressing cosf and sinf in terms of complex
exponentials of f, it is easy to reduce P(x,y) to the form (11).
Moreover, the functions AnðrÞ are polynomials in r of degree n.
3.3.2. Steered inhibition ﬁlter
With basic algebra, it is easy to show that the ﬁlter H(x,y)
deﬁned in (6) is steerable with order three. In fact, H(x, y) is the
product of the Gaussian term eðx
2þy2Þ=2s2 with a polynomial. Since
the Gaussian term does not depend on the angular coordinate,
and the polynomial is steerable, we conclude that H(x,y) is









We notice that V2ðr,fÞ ¼ V2 ðr,fÞ, where z denotes the complex
conjugate of z, which allows to simplify the expression of the
steered inhibition ﬁlter as follows:
tðrÞ ¼ fV0%jrIjgðrÞþrefe2iyrðrÞ½ðV2%jrIjÞðrÞg ð14Þ
3.4. Multilevel inhibition
We now present the proposed approach for edge detection,
which is depicted in Fig. 5. Unlike previous techniques based on
surround suppression, the user does not need to specify the value
of the inhibition level l deﬁned in (5).
For an input image of N pixels, let bðp,lÞ be the set of the Np
pixels which have the highest values of cðlÞs ðrÞ, where p is the
fraction of pixels of bðp,lÞ with respect to the total number of
pixels of the input image. In Fig. 6, the sets bðp,lÞ are shown for
different values of l by keeping p constant, for the two input
images of Fig. 1. The following facts can be observed:h fo
.1 anUndesired edges have small overlap across different values of
l, thus suggesting that the intersection of the bk9bðp,lkÞ willr edge detection.
d for lk ¼ 0,1,2,3,4.
Fig. 7. From left to right: intersection and union of the sets bðp,lkÞ, and output of the proposed operator.
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since some object contours will be missing for some lk, they
will be missing in the intersection too (Fig. 7, left). Some object contours or parts of them which are missing for
some values of l are well detected for other values of l, thus
suggesting that the union of the union of the bk will contain all
object contours. However, much undesired response will be
presented too (Fig. 7, center).
This suggests to look for some combination of different binary
maps whose output is in between an intersection and a union. We
propose a strategy based on the following observations: A considerable amount of undesired response can still be
removed by intersecting a few binary maps bk instead of all of
them. In this way, a smaller amount of good contours will be
removed by the intersections. The binary maps bk associated to different inhibition levels will
contain different parts of interesting contours. Therefore, after
removing the majority of undesired response by means of
intersections, their union will contain a larger amount of good
responses w.r.t. each bk.
In force of the above considerations, we combine the
advantages of intersections and unions by the following output,




bðp,lkÞ \ bðp,lkþ1Þ ð15Þ
where the NL values of lk are equally spaced in the range ½0,lmax.
As we see in Fig. 7, right, this procedure gives better results
than both the intersection and the union of the bðp,lkÞ, as well as
the best binary map associated to a single value of lk.4. Experimental results
We have tested the proposed edge detector on a dataset of 40
natural images. In this section, we compare the output of the
proposed algorithms with the outputs of the previous inhibition
term and the standard Canny edge detector. Some experimental
results are shown in Fig. 8, where all images have been generated
with the same values of the input parameter. A larger set of
examples is available online.2 As we see, the proposed method
outperforms all the others in terms of larger suppression of
undesired responses and better preservation of low contrast
contours.
To quantify the achieved performance improvement, we have
measured the similarity between detected contours and hand-
drawn ground truths. Ground truths are obtained by simply2 http://www.cs.rug.nl/ imaging/PRasking human observers to draw the set of lines that, according to
them, should be regarded as contours in the concerned image.
Several datasets of ground truth are available, we used the Rug
dataset [41]. Despite a certain degree of subjectivity that is
introduced, this procedure is widely deployed due to the large
agreement among different observers [5]. We measure similarity
with a ground truth in terms of the well established Pratt’s ﬁgure









where DC indicates the set of detected contours, GT indicates the
set of ground truth pixels, card{X} indicates the number of pixels
of set X, dGT is the distance transform of GT, and d0 a scale
parameter. F takes values in (0,1], being equal to 1 iff DC coincides
with GT. The scale parameter d0 controls the sensitivity of F to
differences between GT and DC: for small values of d0, F is close to
1 only if DC is very similar to GT, while for large values of d0 larger
differences between GT and DC can be tolerated. A certain
tolerance is needed because of possible errors in tracing contours
when ground truths are drawn. We used the standard value
d0 ¼ 2, which is based on the reasonable assumption that humans
can draw contours with a position accuracy of 2 pixels.
The values of F, averaged over 40 images, are plotted in Figs. 9
and 10. Speciﬁcally, in Fig. 9, the average values of F are plotted
for single level inhibition versus the inhibition level l, both for the
isotropic [41] and new inhibition terms. As we see, the inhibition
term proposed here outperforms the previous one for all values
of l. We also see that, for the isotropic inhibition term,
performance collapses for l42. These are the values of l for
which self-inhibition becomes more serious. In contrast, for the
new inhibition term performance decreases less dramatic and
self-inhibition is serious only for l42:5.
In Fig. 10, the values of F are plotted versus the fraction p of
pixels which survive thresholding, both for single and multilevel
inhibition. This allows us to measure, for each method, the
optimal value of p. As we see, the proposed method outperforms
all others in terms of F. This plot relates to the new inhibition
term; a similar plot could be obtained for the isotropic inhibition
term, but with lower values of F.
In conclusion, both the new inhibition term and the multilevel
inhibition scheme contribute to the improvement.5. Discussion, summary and conclusions
Surround suppression is a mechanism in the human visual
systems which signiﬁcantly contributes to distinguish texture
edges from object contours. Existing mathematical models suffer
two drawbacks: self-inhibition and an input parameter called
inhibition level. A previous attempt to solve self-inhibition was
Fig. 9. Performance of the old (isotropic) and the new inhibition term. Fig. 10. Performance of single and multilevel surround suppression, for the
proposed inhibition term.
Fig. 8. From left to right: input images, output of the proposed operator, the Canny edge detector [18], and the single level inhibition approach proposed in [41].
G. Papari, N. Petkov / Pattern Recognition 44 (2011) 1999–2007 2005proposed in [13]. However, it is affected by several limitations:
ﬁrst of all, a large number of convolutions is required, thus
making the method computationally demanding; also, a discre-
tization error on the local edge orientation is introduced; ﬁnally, it
is based on the assumption that the value of the inhibition term is
equal to the minimum between the two amounts of edges on the
left and on the right side of the concerned edge, which is not
supported by biological evidence. In contrast, we propose a
method based on the theory of steerable ﬁlters which only
requires two convolutions, it does not introduce discretization
errors on the local edge orientation, and does not need special
assumptions about the human visual system. Moreover, theinhibition kernel presented here introduces much less input
parameters with respect to the technique developed in [13].
We also introduce a simple technique to combine the binary maps
obtained with different values of the inhibition level, by taking
advantage of both intersections and unions of different point sets. The
beneﬁts of this method are twofold: ﬁrst, edge detection performance
improves of about 15% with respect to single level inhibition;
furthermore the user does not need to specify the inhibition level,
thusmaking themethodmore unsupervised. The importance of being
unsupervised with respect to the inhibition level is testiﬁed by the
fact that the performance of single level approaches is strongly
inﬂuenced by the value of l (see, e.g., Fig. 1).
Fig. 11. Performance of the proposed method for different discretizations of l.
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rather than on general principles. For example, it is unclear why
one should intersect only pairs of consecutive binary maps bk
instead of triples or, more generally, n-ples. Our choice is mainly
motivated by conceptual simplicity, while leaving a theoretical
study of optimal solutions for future research.
The performance improvement of the proposed algorithm
w.r.t. the isotropic single level surround suppression proposed in
[41] is brought by (i) lessening self-inhibition by means of a new
inhibition term and (ii) combining the advantages of both high
and low inhibition levels through a new multilevel inhibition
scheme. Quantitative performance evaluation shows that both
techniques contribute signiﬁcantly to the overall improvement
w.r.t. previous methods (Figs. 9 and 10).
In the proposed multilevel inhibition scheme, NL evenly spaced
values of the inhibition level l in the range ½0,lmax are considered.
We now brieﬂy discuss the inﬂuence of NL and lmax. As for lmax, we
observe that for sufﬁciently high inhibition levels ðl44Þ practically
all edges are inhibited, thus the corresponding binarymaps are empty
and they do not contribute to the union deﬁned in (15). Therefore,
choosing lmaxZ4 is equivalent to set lmax-1 and there is no
particular preferred range for l. Regarding the discretization of l, we
measured the performance of the proposed algorithm for different
values of NL between 2 and 10 (Fig. 11). As we see, for NLZ4 the
performance stabilize to a constant value, thus this parameter is not
signiﬁcantly inﬂuent either.
In conclusion, the proposed approach is validated by a broad
range of experimental results. Both qualitative and quantitative
comparison show the superiority of the proposed method with
respect to both the Canny edge detector and single level surround
inhibition, in terms of both texture suppression and low contrast
contour preservation.References
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